
Data Protection Regulations 

 
The responsible body within the meaning of the data protection laws, in particular the EU 

General Data Protection Regulation (DSGVO), is: 

 

Laverrière Public Relations  

Corinne Laverrière 

Oeltrottenstrasse 40  

CH-8707 Uetikon am See 

 

E-mail: info@laverriere.ch 

Website : http://www.laverriere.ch 

 

General remark 

Based on Article 13 of the Swiss Federal Constitution and the data protection regulations of the 

Swiss Confederation (Data Protection Act, DSG), every person has the right to protection of 

their privacy as well as protection against misuse of their personal data. The operators of these 

pages take the protection of your personal data very seriously. We treat your personal data 

confidentially and in accordance with the legal data protection regulations as well as this data 

protection declaration. 

 

In cooperation with our hosting providers, we try to protect the databases as well as possible 

against unauthorised access, loss, misuse or falsification. 

We would like to point out that data transmission on the Internet (e.g. communication by e-

mail) can have security gaps. Complete protection of data against access by third parties is 

not possible. 

 

By using this website, you agree to the collection, processing and use of data as described 

below. This website can generally be visited without registration. Data such as the pages 

accessed or the name of the file accessed, date and time are stored on the server for statistical 

purposes without this data being directly related to your person. Personal data, in particular 

name, address or e-mail address, are collected on a voluntary basis as far as possible. The data 

will not be passed on to third parties without your consent. 

 

Privacy policy for cookies 

This site uses cookies. Cookies are text files that contain data from visited websites or domains 

and are stored by a browser on the user's computer. The primary purpose of a cookie is to store 

information about a user during or even after their visit within an online service. Stored 

information may include, for example, language settings on a website, login status, a shopping 

cart or where a video was viewed. The term cookies also includes other technologies that 

perform the same functions as cookies (e.g. when user information is stored using 

pseudonymous online identifiers, also called "user IDs"). 

 

The following types of cookies and functions are distinguished: 

• Temporary cookies (also: session or session cookies): Temporary cookies are deleted at 

the latest after a user has left an online offer and closed his browser. 

• Permanent cookies: Permanent cookies remain stored even after the browser is 

closed. For example, the login status can be saved or preferred content can be 

displayed directly when the user visits a website again. Likewise, the interests of users 

can be stored in such a cookie, which is used for reach measurement or marketing 

purposes. 

• First-party cookies: First-party cookies are set by us. 
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• Third-party cookies (also: third-party cookies): Third-party cookies are mainly used by 

advertisers (so-called third-party providers) to process user information. 

• Necessary (also: essential or absolutely necessary) cookies: On the one hand, cookies 

may be absolutely necessary for the operation of a website (e.g. to store logins or 

other user input or for security reasons). 

• Statistical, marketing and personalisation cookies: Cookies are usually also stored in a 

user profile for the purpose of measuring reach and storing a user's interests or 

behaviour (e.g. viewing certain content, using functions, etc.) on individual websites. 

Such profiles are used, for example, to show users content that matches their 

potential interests. This process is also referred to as "tracking", i.e. the tracking of 

potential user interests. If we use cookies or "tracking" technologies, we will point this 

out to you separately in our data protection declaration or when obtaining consent. 

 

Notes on legal basis: The legal basis on which we process your personal data using cookies 

depends on whether we ask for your consent. If this is the case and you consent to the use of 

cookies, the legal basis for the processing of your data is your declared consent. Otherwise, 

the processing of data processed by means of cookies is based on our legitimate interests (e.g. 

in the economic operation of our online offer and its improvement) or if the use of cookies is 

necessary to fulfil our contractual obligations. 

 

Storage period: If we do not provide you with explicit information on the storage period of 

permanent cookies (e.g. in the context of a so-called cookie opt-in), please assume that the 

storage period can be up to two years. 

 

General information on revocation and objection (opt-out): Depending on whether the 

processing is based on consent or legal permission, you have the option to revoke your consent 

or object to the processing of your data by cookie technologies (collectively referred to as 

"opt-out") at any time. You can initially declare your objection via the settings of your browser, 

e.g. by deactivating the use of cookies (which may also limit the functionality of our online 

offer). An objection to the use of cookies for online marketing purposes can also be declared 

for a large number of the services, especially in the case of tracking, via the websites 

https://optout.aboutads.info and https://www.youronlinechoices.com / will. In addition, you 

will receive further instructions on how to object as part of the information on the service 

providers and cookies used. 

 

Processing of cookie data on the basis of consent: We use a cookie consent management 

procedure, within the framework of which user consents to the use of cookies or the processing 

and providers mentioned in the cookie consent management procedure can be obtained by 

users managed and revoked. The declaration of consent is stored here so that the query does 

not have to be repeated and the consent can be proven in accordance with the legal 

obligation. The storage can take place on the server side and/or in a cookie (so-called opt-in 

cookie, or with the help of comparable technologies) in order to be able to assign the consent 

to a user or their device. Subject to individual information on cookie management service 

providers, the following information applies: The length of time consent is stored can be up to 

two years. With the time of consent, information about the scope of consent (e.g. which 

categories of cookies and/or service providers) and the browser, system and terminal device 

used, a pseudonymous user ID is created and stored. 

 

• Types of data processed: Usage data (e.g. websites visited, interest in content, access 

times), meta/communication data (e.g. device information, IP addresses). 

• Data subjects: Users (e.g. website visitors, users of online services). 

• Legal basis: Consent (Art. 6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. a. DSGVO), Legitimate Interests (Art. 

6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. f. DSGVO). 

 



Third-party services 

This website may use Google Maps to embed maps, Google Invisible reCAPTCHA to protect 

against bots and spam and YouTube to embed videos. 

 

These services of the American Google LLC use cookies, among other things, and data is 

thereby transmitted to Google in the USA, although we assume that no personal tracking takes 

place in this context solely through the use of our website. 

 

Google has undertaken to ensure adequate data protection in accordance with the 

American-European and the American-Swiss Privacy Shield. 

 

For more information, please see Google's privacy policy. 

 

Copyrights 

The copyright and all other rights to the content, images, photos or other files on the website 

belong exclusively to the operator of this website or to the specifically named rights holders. 

The prior written consent of the rights holder must be obtained for the reproduction of all files. 

 

Anyone who commits a copyright infringement without the consent of the respective rights 

holder may be liable to prosecution and may be liable to pay damages. 

 

Changes 

We may amend this privacy policy at any time without prior notice. The current version 

published on our website shall apply. Insofar as the data protection declaration is part of an 

agreement with you, we will inform you of the change by e-mail or other suitable means in the 

event of an update. 

 

Questions to the data protection officer 

If you have any questions about data protection, please write to us by e-mail or contact the 

responsible person in our organisation named at the beginning of the data protection 

statement directly. 


